In the spring of 2021 Ashley Taylor from Rutherglen Ontario was about to purchase a yearling Quarter
Horse. Wanting to ensure a proper diet for the young filly, she decided to seek out professional
nutrition advice. A friend suggested the Brooks interactive feature at www.brooksfeeds.com.
Her inquiry was answered by a Brooks Senior Nutrition Advisor, Laurie Bishop. Thus began an
ongoing email dialogue discussing the best products and approach to feeding her new filly. (Jill) When
Jill arrived at Ashley’s farm, she needed a healthier diet to ensure proper bone growth and satisfactory
weight maintenance. Nutrition Advisor Laurie Bishop’s advice was to gradually get Jill on to a diet
using Phase II with All Phase 20. Because some
Quarter Horses are easy keepers it is important not
to over feed them. Although Jill needed conditioning
Ashley went slow on introducing and increasing her
feed.
After a few weeks Ashley wrote back with some
comments about Jill’s progress and the advice she
had received.

“I just wanted to reach out and thank you again
for your feed recommendations. I have included
a photo of Jill. We are very happy with her
progress.”
In February of 2022 we at Brooks wanted to follow
up with Ashley and make sure Jill was still doing well.
We were not surprised to hear that Jill was thriving as
was another of Ashley’s horses that she had sought advice for.

“Jill is doing great. Here are some current
pictures of her and her sister Maggie. We love
your products.”
All of us at Brooks Feeds take immense pride in the
products we represent especially when our customers
tell us how pleased they are.
Of course, great products are only as good as the way
they are applied. That is where the Brooks knowledge
and experience combined with unique features like the
interactive application at www.brooksfeeds .com are
effective.
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Looking for advice on feed choices for your horses? Contact us at
https://brooksfeeds.com/feeding-guidelines/feeding

